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Introduction 

 
I was lucky enough to be selected for the Ms. Foundation/PETLab from  Fellowship 

with ACT for Women and Girls. This means I flew from my grad school at Parsons in NYC to 
Fresno and then traveled to Visalia. I am tasked with creating and designing a digital 
presence for their Pharmacy Report Card Project (available at 
pharmacy.actforwomenandgirls.org or actpharmacyaccess.org).  

ACT works with Tulane county youth to rate which local pharmacies in the area are 
teen friendly and offer reproductive health options. In order to provide sexually active youth 
with referrals to unbiased pharmacies, ACT’s Female Leadership Academy and Peer 
Education ACTion Team survey and secret shop local pharmacies in Tulare County. In an 
effort to get the word out about Emergency Contraception, ACT volunteers become myth 
busters and educate one person at a time to raise community awareness. 

I am a designer, technologist and theater maker living in Brooklyn and attending 
Parsons for a Design and Technology MFA. I focus on creating new wearable and 
performance technologies and diving further into web interaction design. Before living in New 
York I lived in San Francisco and founded a web design and IT company, Big Treehouse and 
an experimental theater company, Ko Labs.  

The Pharmacy Access Project is a tool for young people to find and rate teen friendly 
pharmacies that carry Emergency Contraception. This crowd-sourced, map based online 
tool I designed and developed in collaboration with the staff and participants of ACT for 
Women and Girls, PETLab and Ms. Foundation. It was designed for young people to locate 
safe and non-discriminatory pharmacies as a way to promote and engage with the Pharmacy 
Report Card Project. However, the target is to expand the project to other reproductive 
health Orgs that would like to work with this application.  

The project was built on Wordpress and CartoDB with custom MySQL. API, html, and 
css integration. The design and development process was a long one, because I focused on 
user centered design practices to create it. I had three onsite visits which included three 
rounds of focus groups and two rounds of user tests with the local youth throughout the 
process. The finishing design iteration reviews were conducted remotely with phone calls 
and Skype.  

 
The Organization 

 
ACT for Women and Girls believes in empowerment. They create opportunity for 

women and girls in the Central Valley because they are marginalized and often overlooked 
within their communities. Youth in the Central Valley of California often receive no 
reproductive health education in schools; they have highest teen pregnancy rates in the 
country, and live in one of the most impoverished areas in the Nation.  The central valley is 
the most conservative region in California and is parallel to the bible belt.  
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What began as a grassroots effort to create leadership opportunities for rural, 
marginalized, and primarily Latina women and girls has expanded tremendously. ACT has 
become a vital community hub dedicated to empowering young women with leadership 
training, reproductive justice, and providing teen mother support and education programs.  

  
 
 

Information Gathering  

 
 
My first site visit occurred in late June 2014. I held a focus group with youth Ages 

16-24 from Teen Success (a weekly training for teen mothers), Peer Education (a peer sex 
and reproductive rights education program) and Female Leadership Academy (a young 
women leadership program). 

 During the focus group I had the users try filling out two different forms: Digital and 
Written on simple topics. Then we discussed the difference between the forms. This was to 
understand whether or not we could possibly move the Pharmacy Access project grading 
process to a digital form form a paper one.  

Then I gave them a questionnaire on technology use and access then group 
discussion. Include use of mobile, laptop, Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, etc. Topics and 
questions included: 
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● privacy, location, anonymity, clinic confidentiality  
● access to internet through devices  
● How did the form feel to you?  
● Would you fill this out if it was on Facebook?  

Here is an example of a completed form: 
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The focus group was well attended and we had a blast! From there I needed to sift through 
all the data I gathered and start to design some initial prototypes for the Pharmacy Access 
Project. 
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These charts examine my findings on the way Central Valley youth access the internet 
and prefer to access content on their mobile devices. Primarily youth access the internet 
through their mobile phones, with some accessing the internet through their home or school 
computers.  

I also found that they prefer mobile websites to downloading apps on their phones. 
However a number of youth would do both interchangeably. During the focus group, many 
youth cited issues of flash drive space on mobile phones as the primary reason for using 
mobile browsing over app downloads. Moreover, they were more inclined to use mobile 
phones for private, confidential and sensitive information, because parents would not have 
access to that. When it came to reproductive information youth were all concerned with 
privacy in this way.  

This lead me to believe that a responsive mobile website would be the best choice for 
ACT as a platform for the ACT for Pharmacy Access project.  
 
Audience 

The primary audience is youth between the ages of 14-24. Currently they are 
targeting youth in the Central Valley of CA, but as the site progresses that audience may 
open up to more communities around the US. This audience will be looking for information 
about where to purchase contraception and EC, how it works, medially accurate info, and 
what pharmacies are youth friendly. They may also want to rate their local pharmacy and 
leave a review about their experience.  

The second audience is the professional governmental or NGO audience. This 
audience will be made up of governmental employees, Nonprofit administrators and youth 
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advocates, as well as pharmacy and medical workers. This audience will be driven to the site 
to connect with the PA project as a potential partner who wants to use their PA toolkit to do 
their own local Pharmacy Access rating. Medical and pharmacy professionals will be driven 
to the site if they receive an emailed review about there pharmacy. They will also find tips for 
making their medical and pharmacy environments more teen friendly.  

 
 
Redesign 

 
 
As part of the work I did with ACT over the week I 
spend onsite, I created a new color palette for the 
organization. This will be part of their print and web 
designs for the future. I also recolored their 
combo-mark logo to create design unity. I moved 
them from a purple and green logo to a purple and 
teal one. Which looked better on print and screen. 
The colors and revised logo should give ACT a 
fresh boost of youthful, colorful energy.  
 

 

 

 

Paper Prototype One  

In order to understand the style and branding of the organization I took on the project, for my 
first look and feel prototype, of redesigning the their condom and info packets.   Condom 
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Wrapper and Pharmacy Access info flyer that I made. Its the visual prototype that we tested 
with the Focus Group.  The feedback I got was that they were too flashy and people wanted 
more inconspicuous ones, which would not attract parent’s attention. 

 

 

 

 

Paper Prototype Two  

I did a second round of revisions to the Condom Covers. I created one with and 
without chevron patterning. This revision was based on findings from the last focus group 
with youth. The majority of participants wanted a condom cover with a more subtle image 
and a grey coloring. The cover will be printed on a light grey paper and folded lengthwise. 
They each feature a list of the Grade A pharmacies on the inside of the card. We will 
reviewed  the cards in the youth focus group on Thursday 7/17 and decided to go with the 
chevron striped cover, pictured below.  
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Precedents 
Planned Parenthood, Healthgrades, and Teensource were all inspirations.  
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Paper Prototype Three 
During the second focus group worked on gathering ideas for content types in each of the 
sections of the mobile app. I made some paper prototypes of the Mobile site and the user 
experience and took down their critiques and suggestions. 
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 I had each participant take a different color sticky note set and write down their 
ideas, questions, and concerns on the notes. One idea per note. As we went through the 
different topics they placed their notes on the paper, then we discussed what they had 
posted. That served as a structure for the brainstorming and a way to capture their ideas in 
writing.  
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Digital Prototype One 
 

My early plans for the mobile website was to create a custom PHP application with a 
MySQL database. I originally wanted to work with the contractors who do the website for 
ACT to make sure that the MySQL database of reviews of the pharmacies is integrated with 
their site database (if they have one) and that they are using the same basic template and 
structure. This way the user will not see a jarring change in the layout moving from ACT 
website to the Pharmacy Access website or portion of their website.  

Due to poor communication with the contractors and financial barriers I did research 
on plug and play solutions for the project. I found three themes from Wordpress that I could 
customize for their use if need be. I chose to go with Tau Theme for Wordpress because it 
was responsive and had built in rating systems. I created the base structure for the website 
first based on the feedback I got on my paper prototype. 

 
I also created a header for the website and used my earlier color pallate and a base 

for the design and coloring of the website. My next step was to create a map based in 
Mapbox that had pinpoints for all of the local pharmacies with A ratings. That was then 
embedded into the main page of the website. I then created the listings for all of the A rated 
Pharmacies so that a user could click on the map and be taken to that pharmacy’s info page 
with a map, address, and rating option. 
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User Test of Digital Prototype 

The User tests followed the following structure, with of course, room for 
improvisation. I tested users, both men and women between the ages of 16-22 who live in 
Tulare County. I was trying to get honest and direct observations of the users experience 
navigating the final app prototype as well as thoughts and concerns.  

Questions 

1. What is your name? 
2. What is your age?  
3. Where do you live? 
4. What do you think this website is for? 
5. How do you like the design overall?  

Tasks 

1. Find a Teen friendly Pharmacy in Dinuba 

2. Have you been to this pharmacy? 

3. How would you rate it? Show me.  

4. Can you show me how you would find directions to this pharmacy?  

5. How would you rate that experience on a scale of 1 - 5: one being terrible and five being 
excellent?  

Key Findings 

Overall the users liked the design look and feel. It is eye catching while still feeling 
clean. They thought it was an app for rating pharmacies.  

Task 1. 

● All the users used the landing page map to navigate to the pharmacy. No one used 
top navigation.  

● The mobile user had trouble navigating the map on her phone. She was not sure if the 
icon would head to the pharmacy directly or take her to a pop up window.  

Task 2. 

● Users had all been to the pharmacy in Dinuba. They both had positive experiences 
there.  

Task 3 
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● Users rated the pharmacy between four and five stars out of five and both found it 
easy to rate them 

● The mobile user noted that the pop up window star rating was easy to use.  

Task 4 

● Finding directions to the pharmacy was intuitive: both users clicked on the embedded 
map. However on the mobile phone, the map opened Google Maps in a new window 
with only latitude and longitude listed.  

Task 5 

● The web app experience on the laptop was rated at a 5.  
● The app experience on a mobile phone was rated at a 4. 

Content Generation Focus Group 
 
During this process we looked at ways of structuring the Emergency Contraception 

FAQ section to be teen friendly. We broke into three groups and used a very dry medical text 
about EC as a starting point. I gave each group a well organized EC info page from 
Teensource as a template. Groups used design thinking brainstorming techniques to aid this 
process. I facilitated with help of the Program coordinator for Female Leadership Academy, 
Amy Davis.  
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Final Deliverable 
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After some feedback from the organization and the 
user tests, we decided to change the content the map 
contained. ACT wanted to add all of the pharmacies 
to the map and I came up with the notion of color 
coding them by grade. That meant that I had to 
change the mapping platform I was using. I switched 
from Mapbox to Cartodb, which is a more robust, 
flexible and MySQL database driving mapping 
visualization software. This also meant hours of time 
remaking the pharmacy report card spreadsheet to 
have clean data and categories to import into the 
platform. As I am no stranger to large scale database 
projects with loads of cleanup, I knew what to do, 
although it was slow going.  

The benefits of switching to Cartodb are huge in a 
scalability sense. Going forward the organization, or 
any others who want to get involved can use the excel 
spreadsheet I created to enter in their pharmacy data 
and that data can be imported into the database and 
visualized on the Pharmacy Access map or a whole 
new map. I feel confident with my choice to switch 
technologies.  
 

 
Closing Thoughts 
 

The process has been amazing and rewarding and I wouldn’t trade it for anything! I 
loved getting to know ACT and working with Ms. Foundation and John Sharp at Parsons. I 
really improved my mapping and data visualization skills and I am proud of the work I have 
done. I even used some tricky API calls and CSS that I had not done before.  

My only suggestions for Parsons would be to try and streamline the funding through 
Ms. Foundation as much as possible as Parsons finance system is truly difficult to work with.  

For Ms. Foundation, I recommend a launch of the mobile application over the next 
few months. I also suggest that Ms. Foundation shop it around to other nonprofits and see if 
there's any interest in joining the project. The platform is scalable.  

On a side note, I did have some issues with the documentary filming. It was 
somewhat difficult to actually do work for my fellowship because the film shoot monopolized 
everyone's time and attention. At one point I was doing a focus group with the youth and the 
filmmaker told me to quiet down- which is kind of hard when you are working with 24 
teenagers. Despite the setbacks, I was able to accomplish the goals of the organization in 
creating an online presence for their Pharmacy Report Cards and I feel like it is a success.  
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